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valuable corn crops; excepting only in the case of plots
of grass—a commodity of low value ; and that sugarcane
fields are generaliy leased on cash-rent, as the
tenant does not like to share the high price of gul, it is
evident that the price of farm produce indirectly does affect
rents. But, whether the rise in rentals is due to a rise in
the price of farm-produce or not, cannot be easily said from
the facts established by the census. On enquiry we found
that there was no rise in rentals. On the contrary, two
cases,1 recorded in the crop register, showed that there
was a great fall with the decline of prices. This shows
that the rise in the price of farm-produce alone is not
responsible for an increase in rentals. What other factors
were responsible for that rise we are unable to ascertain.
So far as the present is concerned, we have seen above
that only 6 per cent, of the total cultivated land was leased
on cash-rent in the year of enquiry. Of this, a greater
portion had been so leased because of several other con-
siderations mentioned above. It is, therefore, obvious
that even if there was a general rise in the rental (which
in the absence of figures we are not able to affirm), it could
not be taken as an index of the increasing profits from
agriculture.
Thus we have seen that neither a rise in land values, nor
a rise in rentals, gives us any clue to the fact or tendency
of agricultural progress. Let us now turn to the rise in
the price of farm produce itself as a test of prosperity.
1 Both these were grass plots. With the rise in the price of grass the
rentals of these plots rose but the fall in the rent during the last
eight years by far outruns the fall in the price of grass. The actual
figures are as follows:
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S3 
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\ 1926 
20 
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125 



